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Window Displays 



In a mall full of lovely shops, your store needs to be so attractive, that 
customers want to come in to your store, not your competitor’s.  

 



Every mall on average gets 15,000 walk ins a day. Of which, we get around 100 walk 
ins to our store. Our aim is to make our VM so attractive that we  get 150 people in to 

our store per day. That’s a 50% increase and guaranteed more sales conversions. 

Window Display Goals 



1) Look at your store as a customer, not an employee.  
Walk in from the path most customers walk from. Identify the areas 

that are most visible & eye-catching. You need to place your best bags 
here.  



2) Attract Attention Using Bright Colours 
 

Ensure you place bright colour bags like white, red, fuschia, lobster, etc 

Which bag did you notice first? The white 
one? Yes, because it is bright and striking.  



3) Showcase All Categories 
Customers need to know that we don’t sell hand bags alone. 

 

We are a lifestyle brand - we sell shoes, wallets,  sunglasses, stationery, 
garments, etc. 



4) Window should be a balance of Men’s & Women’s Display 

Remember to give equal importance to your men’s bags in the window 
display. Almost half our sales comes from men’s products.  



5) Display only Newest Collections 
 

Loyal customers need to see that there is new, fresh stock. Hence, we 
never display core styles or last season’s bags.  



6) Check Your Lighting 
 

Ensure all your lights are working and focused on the bag, not behind it.  



7) Neatness 
Your window glass should be clean, your light boxes neatly set up, your 

VM board stuck smoothly. It should be at eye-level, not up or down. 



General VM Guidelines 



In-Store VM Goals  

To hold the customer in store for as long as possible. Encourage him to browse, 
to touch, feel, smell, watch the videos, talk to you, read the A4 stands, etc. 

It should tell him/her how smart he/she will look with our products. 



 
1) Space  

 
 The most expensive thing in your store.  

If you look at cheaper brands, they 
dump lots of bags together on a 

shelf. 
 

If you look at luxury brands, they 
give plenty of space for just 1 or 2 

bags in the whole shelf. 



Lack of space makes the bags look jumbled up. The customer will get 
confused, where should he look? What should he choose?  



You should leave a gap between each cluster or pair so that customers 
can focus on one cluster at a time. 



When we look at something, our eyes 
first go to the center then to the sides. 
Hence bags should not be placed in the 
corner. Always leave some space at the 
edges and place the bags towards the 

center. 

2) Alignment 



2) Neatness   
Half the work of having good VM is in just being neat. 

Keep your tags all on one side, the straps neatly held, price tags hidden, stuffing 
down correctly, etc. Don’t let your bags slouch or fall, use acrylic stands. 



Price tags should be behind the bag, dark blue tag over light blue. Price 
sticker should never been seen. The front of the bag should have the 

brass tag neatly displayed. 



3) Matching by Colour or Leather 
Bags of the same leather or colour can be placed together. We prefer if 

the different colour clusters are mixed, but if you find it easy, you can do 
colour blocking.  



 
4) Contrasting Colours 

 

Do not place all dark colour such as 
black, brown, navy blue together, mix 
them with brighter colours such as 
beak, fuschia, green, etc to create a 
contrast. 



5) Lighting 
 

Places with less light should have brighter colours to attract attention. 

This picture has bad VM because on the top where there is sufficient light, 
white bags have been placed but at the bottom where is there not enough light, 

there are only dark colour bags.  



If LED lights are not working, have the chokes fixed or the lights 
replaced. Do not wait for the Pondicherry team to do it.  

The tube lights of the last  shelf aren’t working and make the bags look dark.  



Have a look at your ceiling lights. Where are they point to? You can 
easily move the LED lights to point in the direction you want.  



Very often we waste our lights on the floor in stead of focusing them 
on the bags. 



Bags with Light Focused on them 



6) Placement 
Some bags look better when hung on the leather wall. Eg. Hobos, 

shoulder bags. Some bags look better when kept on a shelf. Eg. Small 
Grab Handles. 



1 cube can hold 1 big bag or 2 medium size bags + accessories.  



7) Stuffing 
 Stuffing the bag, enhances and defines its shape. Too much stuffing makes the 

bag look heavy & fat. Less stuffing is better than too much stuffing. 

We now use cushions of various sizes, so 
that when you remove the stuffing at the 
store to show a bag to the customer, it 

does not look messy. 



Stuffing – Men’s Bags 

Men’s bags are mostly structured, so they don’t need too much 
stuffing. Make sure the corners are filled. 



Stuffing – Women’s Bags 

The 2 biggest mistakes are: 
1) Too much stuffing in the center, making the bags look ‘pregnant’ 
2) No stuffing in the corners, so the edges fold and bend 



Stuffing - Women’s Bag 

Always fill the base well, then use less smallest size cushions to fill voids.  
Remember the cloth bag will also act as stuffing, so leave space for it. 

 
 Less stuffing is always better than too much stuffing. 

 



Displaying Brand Extensions 



Men’s Wallets 

Wallets need to be displayed along with their packaging.  
Do not crowd the shelf with too many wallets.  



Women’s Wallets 



Shoes  
 

You must have 1 area for all your shoe styles to be displayed as 
customers can see the full collection. This is in addition to adding it in 

your other VM. 



Sunglasses 
 

Display all the women’s in one row, then unisex and then men’s on the 
sunglass stand. Price tags should be placed under the temples.  



Sunglasses should be added to the VM, with the case and cleaning 
cloth neatly inside. 



Belts 
Should be hung based on formal/casual. All sizes should be available but 
not necessary to have all sizes for each and every style. Display 5-6 belts 

per pin. 



Stationery 
 

All notebooks & pens to be displayed together & in your VM. 



Travel Bags 
Don’t ignore them by pushing them in a corner. Make a collection, 

make them desirable.  



 
Jackets 

 
Men’s and women’s separately. Display sizes and colour options.  



Accessorizing 



Don’t look at it as a bag, think of the person who will carry the bag. 
What else does this person need? What is his/her style? 



The Yangtze bag is a work bag. A working woman will need a matching 
wallet, a pen, notebook & formal belt. 



Parma is formal briefcase. The man who buys it is very successful and has a 
formal, corporate job. He probably wears a suit or shirt and tie to work. The 
sunglasses added to this is a casual sporty sunglass. For the Parma bag, it 

would have been better to use an aviator like Tanzania or Macau. 



It is best to have brand extensions on display as sometimes we forget to 
tell customers about it, this way they can see for themselves. 



Stores that Tell Stories 



Brand Stories 
Nature Wall Should be clean not dusty. All 3 frames should be present.  

Museum Bag should be along with wooden plaque with details. It should be 
polished once in a while. 



Product Collections  
Atelier, Icons, E.I should be together and never mixed up with other bags. 

 Special VM stands, A4 artworks, tags need to be placed. 



General Store Maintenance   



Cash Counter – Needs to be clutter free. No pen stains, no scribbling. 
Wires should be neatly taped & as far as possible not visible.  



Remove Stickers or any other product that does not belong to 
Hidesign. Eg. Pull & Push stickers by banks, pens by credit card 

companies, etc. 



1. Ensure that you first wipe your bags & shelves  
2. Vacuum the floor and shelves 
3. In case you don’t have a vacuum, sweep gently, do not let the dust     
fly on your bags.  
4. You should clean your store as many times as is required. Don’t wait 
for the maid to come the next day. Your store should look clean always. 
 

Housekeeping – Not just the maid’s job 



Caring for your Floor 

Vacuuming the floor is the best option. Using dirty water to mop a real wood floor will 
cause all the dirt to sink into grain of the wood. This is very hard to remove and your 

floor will look grey after some time.  

Using water to mop your vinyl floor that has wooden finish will spoil it. The water 
gets absorbed and the thin wood will rot.  

If you must mop your floor, do it only 1 a week and ensure you use clean water and a 
clean mop. 

Wooden floor should be polished with Mansion polish 1 a month. 

 Real Teak Wood         Vinyl with Wooden Finish 



Clean & service your ACs regularly or you will be circulating dust. 
Replace old brass fixtures if they have turned black. If necessary, paint 

your walls once a year.   



Back Store – All bags to be stored with correct stuffing, inside cloth 
bags. Bags to be stored standing not one on top of each other.   

Clean up your back store often. Get rid of old boxes, files that you do 
not need. Send defective stocks back. If you have too much stock, 

request an IBT. 


